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Brian Deaton: OK. So I'm glad to be presenting today to the national trail system GIS network and looking forward to 2022 and having more calls on the schedule, so you let us know if you if you have any ideas for future calls? So like I said, I'm Brian Deaton, I'm the GIS specialist lead for the National Trails Office with the National Park Service.  And today along with my colleagues and some partners will be presenting about collaborating with partner to create story maps.  Real fast, I'll let my colleagues and the partners on the call introduce themselves, and then we'll we'll go on.Guy McClellan: Hey, how's it going, everyone? My name is Guy, and I'm a historian with the National Trails Office. I worked with Brian quite a lot, and I'll be a jumping in just to share some imminently historical thoughts. Glad to be here.Professor Maria Lane: Hey, this is Maria Lane from University of New Mexico and I’ll be talking a little bit about the class that I worked with as a partner.Desiree Loggins: Hi, I'm Desiree Logans at my graduate student at UNM and also work with Maria, the Center for Community Geography. So I'll be talking about the partnership and lessons learned as well. Carol Clark: OK. This is Carol Clark with the National Park Service. I'm an interpretive specialist with national trails and I wasn't unmuted sorry about that.
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Brian Deaton: The national Trails office administers 9 national historic trails including the Oregon, California, Mormon Pioneer, Pony Express, Trail of Tears, Santa Fe, El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro, El Camino Real de los Tejas, and Old Spanish National Historic Trail and the Route 66 Corridor Preservation Program. So we've got offices in in Santa Fe, Salt Lake City and a small office on the University of New Mexico campus in Albuquerque, NM. And so administration is all about collaboration and cooperation with willing partners for protecting, interpreting and providing public access to trail resources. National historic trails are extended trails that follow us closely as possible the original routes of nationally significant historic or prehistoric routes and the main purpose of these trails is the identification and protection of the historic route and its historic remnants for public use and enjoyment.
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Brian Deaton: And so one of those ways is to get the public to enjoy the trails is through digital means. With the new story maps, there's an updated way to collaborate and experience the trail. The new story maps allow for an improved medium to develop new stories and underrepresented stories to engage and educate the public.
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Brian Deaton: Story maps take different media and different elements and integrate them together combining spatial data maps media with different types, audio, images, video and interpretive stories. They allow for a collaboration environment to develop and an easier environment to create the content since they're based on a web based graphic user interface. The two story maps that we just recently published to the public are Traversing El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro and Agricultural Connections Along El Camino Real.Traversing El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro (nps.gov)Agricultural Connections Along El Camino Real (arcgis.com)
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Traversing 404 miles El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro NHT is co-administered by the NPS and the BLM. El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro is recognized throughout the United States of America and Mexico as a timeless route of trade and cultural exchange from San Juan Pueblo and Santa Fe, New Mexico to Mexico across 1,600 miles. From 1598 until the arrival of the railroad in the 1880s, Trade and travel on this trail shaped individual lives and communities, affecting the settlement and development of the greater Southwest. 
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Brian Deaton: Essential collaboration, and so what we're talking about is utilizing the partners that the trail has and those can include trail associations, other non-government organizations, state or local governments, other federal agencies, universities and colleges. It's key to remember agreements, because this is really what's going to enable you to have this collaboration within story maps. Contracts can also be used if you've got it, you could develop a contract to develop story maps and use a company that provides interpretation services. Utilizing partners to create story maps, you've got to remember these agreements cause that's the key item to have to be able to work together in your organizational account for ArcGIS online. There are different kinds of agreements, but one type of agreement is like cooperative ecosystem studies units or CESU agreements with universities or colleges. This is what we've used to to partner with the University of New Mexico. Important to make sure you've got formal agreements. If you're a federal agency and you don't have a formal agreement, then you'll have to go through the Office of Management and Budget approval to collect information from the public.
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Brian Deaton: I mentioned before, we've got a CESU agreement with the University of New Mexico and under this agreement we are able to collaborate with the Geography and Environmental Studies Department to create these story story maps and engage their students. The class involved in the creation of this was the critical cartography class with the University of New Mexico, taught by Professor Maria Lane and TA was Desiree Loggins.
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Maria Lane: I just want to give you a quick overview. Our critical cartography class was a brand new class last year when we started with our partnership with the National trails and the point of this class wasn't to teach technical skills and mapping cause we have a lot of other classes that do but instead to explore and have our student cartographers think more about the philosophical, ethical and social Dimensions of mapmaking, which we did through readings for about half the semester, and some labs where they had to interpret the impact of different maps and the knowledge that they contain. And then we spent about half the semester, maybe a little more than half, actually working on an applied project, which was the creation of the story maps. So we broke the students into a couple of groups. We had multiple meetings with the folks in the National Trails Office to talk about some technical details and logistical things, but also just to get to know what is the purpose of the trails so that the students could think about how to bring what they were learning from their readings about critical cartography and apply that to a real project and think about how to do maybe a different kind of engagement with the trails that we then we might usually think of when we think about a trail map. So we did it in about half a semester, creating the first version of the story maps and then Desiree spent some time over the summer as part of our agreement. She was funded to continue work over the summer and kind of do final additions and editing work to bring the story maps up to a point where they were ready for public publication. So Desiree, I'll let you comment further on that as you like.Desiree Loggins: we're going to go over some lessons learned at the end of this, so I'll expand on it more and happy to answer any questions about it. The university timeline is not necessarily the same as they like the NPS timeline, so it was kind of important to build in that flexibility and extra support into the project so students could really think about, well, what does, what is my participation in this project look like and bring all their creativity to it. But unfortunately, because this semester had to end and there were a lot of other obligations students have to think about, they finished the maps like as best they could. And then my role, which is thinking about, OK, what's the list of things that they didn't? That they weren't able to get to or things that they miss it. You want to add in to finish over the summer. So it was really from the beginning of the partnership in this class we were thinking about. Sort of what we could get finished during the semester and then thinking about, well, what do we need to sort of table for finishing up in in the summer. So there were really 2 phases that were important and also being thought at the beginning of this that made it made it really flexible and and gave students a lot of leeway to sort of explore two and options and address different challenges that came up and how they want to incorporate different features into the map.
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Brian Deaton: It's essential to plan for success and we found that having this process you see here enables you to go to go through the whole Introduction and development and brainstorming and review and creates a great product to publish to the public. So it really starts with just planning and organizing your teams, then looking at story map training and reviewing story map examples and then going into brainstorming. Then partners Storymap development and so and that's, you know, having the students develop the content with guidance from the internal review team. And then also having it that the team team lead, Desiree logins would go back through at the end of what the students had created in and review it and updated as needed. And then it would come to the National Trails Office for her evaluation and updating as needed.
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Brian Deaton: And so one thing throughout this process is there's technical skills are developed throughout this process by the students, by the partner, because they might not be as fully ingrained or have as much knowledge regarding story maps and ArcGIS Online or the National Historic Trails. So you're going to have all these different, learning experience for the partner as they go through this process.
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Guy McClellan: So as part of the historian’s job in this in this project,  just wanted to share a couple of broad insights about how with the National Trails Office, we deal with an interesting I won't call it a problem, but kind of more like a conundrum of content, because it's not just that we administer 9 different National Historic trails that have these wildly different stories. Of course, there are some overlap, but in general they're really desperate. Spatially and kind of historically, but we also have, you know, an office that a lot of people you know, when most people think of the National Park system, right, they think of Yellowstone or Grand Canyon. They don't necessarily think of regional offices or even kind of more specialized niches like ours. So there's the task of kind of introducing both the historical content as well as you know who this partner might have their partnering with, right. So with that in mind, my first bullet point definitely start start early. It's never too early. I mean, especially when you're thinking about an academic calendar and semesters go by real fast, everybody will tell you that. So it can be kind of tricky to mesh the different calendars in play, you know, like a an academic calendar versus a federal employees calendar. I went back and looked at my emails as far as how I helped prep for this class and I think it was the around Thanksgiving before. So this was a spring class. So, you know, a month and change before the new semester started, Brian and I collaborated on creating kind of a suggested reading I did, you know, this is a classic historian thing to do, right. Somebody tells you they want to do a project. And so you just hand him a list of stuff to read. So I'm trying to trying to beat that out of myself. But old habits die hard. I tried to, you know, choose very attainable sources, right? Let's not have them read 10 monographs, Brian and I also collaborated on kind of a suggested viewing list. So just because this was about mapping historic use of the Camino, we wanted to show maps from as many different areas as possible that would portray the Camino itself or kind of landscapes or settlements or other patterns of life around the Camino. That was a resource we passed on as well. I think as far as suggested readings or viewing, I think having a guest speaker, especially early in the semester or in the project, can really help. We had, I believe our Superintendent come in and just give an introduction to what our office does and who we are and that's good content orientation as far as just the history of you know, the agency that they're working with, right, they can, it can help the partners see a little bit more through the eyes of the federal employees they're working with. We also, Brian and I also collaborated and give a presentation showing some kind of basic story maps to the students that had similar similar contents or showing them how they could use kind of basic blocks of text and some, you know, some sounds and some images, maybe a movie here or there to come up with something that's kind of greater than the sum of its parts. One thing that that really helps, especially in an office like ours, it's pretty busy and we don't have time to kind of, you know, we're not like constantly checking back on every project we're doing. We're pulling a lot of directions. So giving, giving the partners of the tools for further research. It's kind of like giving someone a fish versus teaching them to fish, right? So the list of images and kind of indifferent suggested readings that Brian and I provided were a way to kind of show people like, hey, this is, you know, we would go to Library of Congress for a lot of public domain images, even cartographic ones or, you know, our website on the on the Camino has lots of short essays about these kinds of topics, just helping them explore further on their own. With that being said, this is another very historian thing. You know you want to make sure that your partners are aware of copyright or permissions around what they're doing, and that's not just images, but for this project who we had discussed community partners and maybe even making oral histories out of that. And that's not really perked my ears up, not just because it's a super interesting historical project, but also because that that brings up issues of, you know, who's going to administer the that kind of the products of the recordings when they're done. Right, like, how are they going to be held and dealt with? One of the most rewarding things, at least for me, was checking back later in the semester. I believe it was in April of the spring semester to see how the project was developing. So it's kind of that's where you saw, you know, that's where I saw it personally, the students segueing from, you know, the early stage of our project where like everything is possible to a more narrow sense of, OK, where, you know, we have a month and a half to the end of the semester. So the pragmatism starting to kick in right kind of segue into that end of the spectrum being a sounding board and just kind of, you know, saying, Oh yeah that topic sounds good. Have you thought about this source or have you thought about constraining the date range that stuff is all really, really fun for me. I enjoy that tremendously and we've already mentioned this before and we'll talk more about it, but including time for review collaboratively. So we've talked about the invaluable work that Desiree did kind of finishing up the products and our office also did some, some work collaboratively to review the content and just make sure everything was looking good. So yeah, those are my, my insights from the historical end of things.
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Brian Deaton: It was really essential to determine the internal review team and the partner team members. And so your the internal review team really should be made up with GIS specialist and somebody who's familiar with Arcgis Online and story maps to provide that technical guidance to the the internal team and the partner team and then have a member or members. From interpretation to provide both, you know how to present information that's compelling and that the public can relate to and understand and also the accessibility issue with it too is, you know, even with all the different trainings for story maps and accessibility, you know, having another pair of eyes looking, looking at the story maps. For those sorts of issues, really help highlight anything that's still lacking, and that was definitely in in our case, we we didn't really think about something until the very end. Our colleague M Kessler notified us so you need to make sure you've got your audio transcripts and it was like, oh, of course. then have your you're a historian or other subject matter experts involved and help creating the content and reviewing the content and providing that guidance to the partner. The partner team should be made up of a team lead like Desiree's role within this. She was the team lead and then underneath that there's, you know a more experienced GIS or ArcGIS Online user then a media researcher who will look for different types of media but also look at you at the issues of what accessibility issues are there, what permission issues are there, what copyright issues are there. And then just having somebody who will help fill out the story outline and the story developer the actual meat of the story map that text in the story map to bring that together and having these different roles within the teams will make it that everybody kind of has their own has their priorities are still working together, but they have their priority areas that they're looking at and they're not, you know overlapping and redoing or duplicating work.
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Brian Deaton: Here's Arcgis online and you know, so this is how you would facilitate this collaboration is by creating a collaboration group within Arcgis online for your organization. And so then as long as you know, individuals can get their partner accounts through Arcgis online, within your organization, then they can work with you on the story. Maps in the in the collaboration groups. And so that it's really critical that you had that you that this is how you develop the story maps because you know you might think, Oh well, we'll just have them develop their story map in their organization or through like their private account. Well, you can't actually bring copy of the story map without losing a good amount of from one individual to another or from. One organization to another, I think they're still they're working on that Function of organization to organization, but I don't think it works yet for federal agencies. It's really essential that if you're going to want to own and hold this product and also be able to update it yourself before it's published and potentially update it at a further point down the road that you've got, you have to have it that the partners get partner accounts and and you know and you've already got this agreement. Formal agreement that allows them to get partner accounts and then you've got the collaboration group.
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Brian Deaton: There's a lot of training resources out there for creating story maps. You know, whether it's from Esri their training catalog or their blogs or storymap blog or they also have story map collections. about creating story maps and that's what you're seeing here. And they've also got key information about accessibility and then your agency may have internal sources, the Park Service has their internal training from the digital community about creating story maps, and if you're within the Department of Interior, you can access that location and then specifically with the National Park Service, we just had a park GIS web and are done by Laura Babcock and Jessica Weinberg McClosky about creating a story map. So I would encourage any part service or DOI employees to look at that and utilized those trainings as needed.Internal NPSNPS Sources:  https://doimspp.sharepoint.com/sites/nps-web-community/SitePages/Story%20Map%20Element.aspxPGIS Webinars (sharepoint.com)ESRI Sourceshttps://storymaps.arcgis.com/collections/d34681ac0d1a417894a3a3d955c6913fhttps://www.esri.com/arcgis-blog/arcgis-storymaps/https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5e14de4036e7e15d09b53af9/arcgis-storymaps-fundamentals/
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Brian Deaton: One of the big things with developing story maps is making sure that you have your branding, your identification, your identity with these story maps. And just recently the National Park Service created the identity, the theme, branding for story maps and you can actually see that at the top of the banner here next to you know how it's got the NPS logo and within this story map in general just the styles and the look and feel and fonts that are in the story maps. So that's what is incorporated into that theme branding. We've worked with Laura and Jessica with the mapping and cartography group to develop things that utilize the overarching style of the park service’s themes, but also incorporates the the National Historic Trail logos.
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Brian Deaton: The elements of a story map are just to make it that the content is as immersive and dynamic as possible, just to engage the viewer. So here you can see the beginning of one of the story maps that the students developed. The immersive and kind of dynamic content is created through a number of different ways, just very briefly to go through some of these. 
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Brian Deaton: The sidecar is similar to the classic story maps with having the journal style story map with having a block of text on one side and some form of media on the other side. Just so you can see it, here is the theme branding for the National Historic Trail. 
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Brian Deaton: You can also use the slideshow and if you're wanting to present material in a more PowerPoint presentation, you can use this format. Here also included on this is an embedded video with our colleague and Angelica Sanchez-Clark, who unfortunately couldn't be here to help present today, but she was essential in this whole process and was the technical representative for the agreement with the University of New Mexico. This is how you interact with the slide show you go from left to right. You can have more material for the viewer to see. Another way you can add other media is audio you can have embed audio Into the story map and you just gotta make sure to think about, like I mentioned earlier, having the audio transcript and you can utilize ArcGIS Online to host those audio transcripts too. You don't have to worry about having those up on a on a dedicated web page where you can use ArcGIS Online itself. Always think about making sure you've got the alternative text in there and other accessibility requirements. 
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Brian Deaton: Another way is of course maps. You got to have your maps in the story map that makes things dynamic that the user can interact with that map. Click on icons like displayed here to get more information that may not be in your text, in this case we're looking at a journal Sidecar view and so it there may be more information in the pop up window that you wanted that the view or the user can interact with and you know you can also use arcade expressions with Arcgis Online to make your windows your pop up windows even look even better than they do than just the standard pop ups.
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Brian Deaton: A great way to utilize maps is with guided tours and having it that as the user scrolls through that the map dynamically changes in zooms and pans to specific locations that you've identified, and this allows the user to get a better idea of where these locations are and what their environments are and find out more information about them. Unfortunately, I don't have it that it's dynamic right now. This is just a static image and having trouble with embedding a story map into a story map so, hoping to get that resolved. Another great way to have interactive elements within your story map.
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Brian Deaton: You can also embed websites. In this case the Park Service website about the historic trail or the National search trail and you know or embed other websites that are that are needed to present information about the trail.The user can still interact with those websites whenever they are embedded.
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Brian Deaton: Another great interactive element is using swipes, and this is a great way to look at the change of locations. You can use this with photography or you can use it with maps to have different imagery. You could historic imagery versus present day imagery to look at the change of the landscape or with the photos that just look at the change of a specific location. There's also been great ways that other units have used this and in presenting like questions and answers to have a question and maybe some imagery on one side and then have the answer on the other side of the swipe. So there's a lot of a lot of different and unique interactive ways you can you can go with the swipes.
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Brian Deaton: Now lessons learned so I'll let Desiree and Maria address anything with this they'd like.Professor Maria Lane: I'll just say quickly because I actually have to dash off and teach this year's version of critical cartography and a few minutes. So I just want to say to emphasize what Desiree already said and it's going to share a little more about just the difficulty of working with the timelines between you know the pace of the semester is very fast and week to week we had to have work for the students to do and that doesn't always integrate well with an ongoing project. Especially I think if the more partners are involved, the more the more difficult it becomes to integrate with that calendar. I definitely learned some things about how to make the class a little more efficient so that the students can push, you know, as far as they can on the project. But I do think there's just kind of a fundamental limit. You know you get to May 5th, the semesters over and students are checked out. It really is not going to go any further in the class once we get to that last week. So you have to have a good plan for going beyond that. And I think Desiree can talk a little more about that.Desiree Loggins: As Brian mentioned, my role was sort of to liaise between all of the partners and give students support in class with. And I just looking towards like what needed to be done to get the project come to a good place and so. Some of the things that we have on this list is like we had that was sort of to help figure out sort of the timeline and to mention I want to mention two that we were in a partnership between the critical cartography class, the center and NPS. Of course, we also ask the project went along, we found resources elsewhere. Getting drone footage from the Aspire Lab at UNM. Another class in sustainability, sustainability studies happened to be doing interviews as farmers and so that tied in really well with the agricultural connections map. And so it was really just or wrangling all these people on different timelines and it's with different priorities. And so it was important to be really efficient and doing that and also just building in time in the time. So we could actually incorporate some of those really cool features into the map. Additionally, it was really great to be working so closely with Brian and everyone, because they're just certain things that students may not have been thinking about. So all text and a lot of those look and feel things that are really important to the brand and accessibility and even simple things that caught us off guard like students saying, thinking, Oh well, we can use lots of really cool imagery for these maps as long as we pull it off of the government website or something that has a citation. We're good to go, but in the summer we ended up having to replace. Probably more than 50%, but I'll say 50% to be conservative because we couldn't find the right citations or was perhaps the government image. But it wasn't for authorized use or things like that. So there are very technical things that ended up taking up a lot of time to get it to where the storymap could be published without anyone filing a dispute or end it being a sort of as accessible as it needed to be. So really just sort of that communication and flexibility was really important to allow for us to sort of learn along the way what the maps ended up meeting throughout the process. So and we're really happy with how things turned out and the students are proud of what they produce. But certainly building in some of those that extra time in meeting and consulting was really important to getting something that wasn't half finished because the semester ended or priorities had to go elsewhere, or there is a one picture that needs to be swapped out because someone said it was open source, but it wasn’t.Brian Deaton: To continue on that point, the issues regarding permissions, copyright and accessibility of media, they take time. You may not think it's going to be that long to look at what the media, the photos, the other imagery you've got. But it will take time. We had just to make sure to review what the students had pulled together and make sure there's the proper permissions. We were always talking about making sure to leverage government sources, NPS sources, NPGallery gallery, Library of Congress or National Archives, sources for imagery. Even looking at open source, sometimes you may think open open source will be fine. It will be fine to use this it says it's open. You can use it freely like Wikimedia, wiki Commons. But then you look at the specifics of how you have to cite and it doesn't fit in with the look and feel of the story map that it's such a hinderance at putting up all their required information that you're like this. It won't fit. So, you know, think of those those issues and the accessibility. Make sure you're always thinking about alternative text, audio descriptions of video. Make sure you've got that with with your YouTube videos or putting up  any other video you're putting in. Make sure you've got the audio the transcript for audio media you're presenting, there's always those things to think about and then one other thing to think about is just training for ArcGIS Online and story maps. You probably can't get too much training for your partner in order to successfully create these story maps. There's items the partner won't think about and that even you might not think about if you are a GIS specialist or a user of Arcgis Online where you're like, OK,they can use the data our hosted data through Arcgis Online and if their organization has any in it that’s public they can use that. They can utilize other public data and bring it into the map, authoritative public data and bring that into the webmaps to have displayed within the story maps. You want to prevent the partner from duplicating efforts and in this learning experience we had some duplication of efforts where the students created some data that already existed as hosted features. Enabling the students to work productively without duplication. And then that same thing applies to the web maps in general. With someone not familiar with ArcGIS Online and story maps, they may think I need to create a map for kind of each subject. But instead you can create one map for the story map that has all the different data you're ever going to display within the web maps within the story map, and that way you can just within the design of the story map you can say, OK, this the same maps being displayed, but in this case I'm only interested in you know these datasets displaying for the for the viewer. So that's a really great way to make the story map more efficient and make it that you're not managing data you don't have to. That's the big thing. You don't want to manage data or content, you don't have to. So utilizing what already exists and it'll just make it easier for the partner.Brian Deaton: Carol Clark, did you have any other input on for interpretation lessons learned?Carol Clark: Yeah. I mean, I think some things are really interesting about using maps to talk about the past and the present. And one thing that happens is there's confusion like you probably find that across most national trails, but there are certain contexts for certain ways that you talk about your trail. So for students to understand that the Camino Real is the past, but El Camino Real National Historic Trail is the present. And so it's kind of like that. I think with maps where you're talking about things that happened in the past, but the great thing about these particular story maps that were created is that they're very relevant to the present and making it relevant is a separate kind of exercise from some of the other aspects of the project because you really then are starting to think about your audience and what you want them to be able to go do think, feel, and to make it really easy for them. And that person can just kind of look through each piece of it and say, OK, I am, I am not a person that uses ArcGIS, not am I a cartographer, but I love maps. But if I'm looking at a map, can I see what you're trying to tell me in it? Can you highlight sections, Can you send me a link to another page where I can actually go stand in that spot? Can I interview people you know today about their heritage and how it relates to the past? So all of those elements kind of, you know, get connected together in the story map. And I think that's where having multiple disciplines is particularly helpful. Thanks.
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